Control unit and method for dynamically controlling the routing within a network

Control unit for dynamically controlling the routing within a network comprising a plurality of network elements, comprising a request processing entity adapted for receiving requests coming from said network elements and adapted for performing processing of said requests; a path computation entity adapted for computing a network path upon request from the request processing entity, based on a network graph and applying constraints, said computed network path comprising a number of said plurality of network elements; said path computation entity being linked with a traffic engineering database which is updated with the computed network paths; a flow control entity adapted for establishing a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of a network element of the computed network path, upon request from the request processing entity.
Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of controlling the routing within a network, and in particular to a control unit and method for controlling the routing within a network.

State of the art

[0002] A network of the prior typically comprises diverse routers and switches with different capabilities and layers, such as Multi protocol label switching (MPLS) switches, flow based (OF) switches, etc. Such an MPLS switch comprises a path computation client to manage its own traffic engineering database and is connected to a path computation element (PCE) which is responsible for path finding and path optimization. An OF switch comprises an OpenFlow protocol client which manages a forwarding information base and is controlled by a remote OpenFlow controller which manages a plurality of OF switches. In other words, a typical Internet environment of the prior art comprises several incompatible solutions where connections are provided using network management tools, MPLS, GMPLS, OpenFlow, PCE/PPC and others. Many control functionalities are performed either in the network elements themselves or in a variety of incompatible systems, leading to an inefficient use of the network and a non-optimal routing.

Summary

[0003] The object of embodiments of the invention is to provide a control unit and method which allows for a dynamically controlling of the routing within a network for a converged dynamic connectivity.

[0004] According to an embodiment of the invention there is provided a control unit for dynamically controlling the routing within a network comprising a plurality of network elements each having a forwarding information base. The control unit comprises a request processing entity adapted for receiving requests coming from said network elements and adapted for processing of said requests; a path computation entity adapted for computing a path upon request from the request processing entity, based on a network graph and applying constraints; a flow control entity adapted for establishing a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of a network element of the computed network path, upon request from the request processing entity. The path computation entity is further linked with a traffic engineering database which is updated with the computed network paths and other resource states.

[0005] In a possible embodiment a forwarding entry will be established in each network element of the computed network path. According to another variant a forwarding entry will only be established in a limited number of network elements, and e.g. only in the requesting network element of the computed network path. In that way there will be suboptimal paths established but with less signalling and processing load. Depending on e.g. the stability of the network and the sensibility of the network to changes, either one of those variants may be preferred.

[0006] Using such a control unit, the routing control functionalities in the network elements can be kept very simple and all network elements can address the same control unit for computing or setting of a path. This allows for reacting dynamically e.g. on congestion or failures and for finding the best path for a flow of given packets.

[0007] Note that the path computation entity can be located within the same network node as the flow control entity but could also be located in a remote node or on an out-of-network server.

[0008] According to a preferred embodiment the request processing entity is further adapted for communicating with the traffic engineering database for requesting and retrieving a path from said database. If the request processing entity and TED are located within the same network node, this can be done using e.g. SQL. If the TED and PCE are located in a different node the communication may pass through the PCE. The request processing entity is typically further adapted for communicating with the path computation entity and the flow control entity using internal control unit messages.

[0009] According to a preferred embodiment the request processing entity comprises a control plane mechanisms entity to translate an incoming request from a network element into an internal request message; and a dispatcher and coordinator entity to obtain a path from the traffic engineering database in accordance with the internal request message. The dispatcher and coordinator entity may then be further adapted to trigger a path computation by the path computation entity if the requested path is not available in the traffic engineering database.

[0010] According to a preferred embodiment the path computation entity is a PCE (Path Computation Element), preferably as defined in RFC4655, see http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4655. The request processing entity may then be adapted to communicate with PCE (Path Computation Element) through a PCE protocol, as defined in RFC5440, see http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5440. Also the PCE is linked with a central traffic engineering database storing current resource and traffic information which is updated centrally, and there is no need for having a local TED in the network elements. The operation of the TED is explained in more detail in RFC4655, see http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4655, and in the IETF Internet draft entitled "Traffic Engineering Database Management Information Base in support of GMPLS", see http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-mpls-te-data-01.

[0011] According to a preferred embodiment the request processing entity comprises an RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) instance. The RSVP protocol is defined in RFC2205, see https://datatrack-
According to a preferred embodiment the TED comprises a Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) instance. In that way cross-technology routers do not need to have the GMPLS functionality inside their router.

According to a preferred embodiment the request processing entity is further adapted for receiving and interpreting PCE protocol messages and/or OpenFlow protocol messages from network elements. In that way backward compatibility with the existing network elements having a PCE client or an OF client is guaranteed.

The invention further relates to a subunit for use in an embodiment of a control unit as disclosed above, comprising a request processing entity adapted for receiving requests coming from the network elements and adapted for performing processing of said requests; and a flow control entity adapted for establishing a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of a network element of the network path computed by the path computation entity, upon request from the request processing entity. Such a sub-unit will typically be used when the path computation entity is located in a different node.

The invention also relates to a method for dynamically controlling the routing within a network comprising a plurality of network elements. The method comprises receiving and interpreting a path request message from a network element at a request processing entity; sending by the request processing entity of a path computation request message to a path computation entity; computing a network path at said path computation entity, based on a network graph and applying constraints, said computed network path comprising a number of said plurality of network elements; updating a traffic engineering database with the computed network paths; and sending of a request by the request processing entity to a flow control entity to establish a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of a network element of the computed network path.

In a typical embodiment of the method, after the receiving and interpreting of the path request message, the request processing entity verifies if the requested path is available in the traffic engineering database. If the requested path is not available in the traffic engineering database, the sending of a path computation request message and the computing of a network path are performed, whereupon the calculated path is retrieved from the information in the traffic engineering database by the request processing entity. If the requested path is available, the requested path is retrieved from the traffic engineering database by the request processing entity.

Further the invention relates to a computer program for performing any one or more of the steps of the method as disclosed above.

**Brief description of the figures**

The accompanying drawings are used to illustrate presently preferred non-limiting exemplary embodiments of the present invention. The above and other advantages, features and objects of the invention will become more apparent, and the invention will be better understood from the following detailed description when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 is a schematic view of an Internet environment according to the state of the art;
- Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a dynamic control unit according to an embodiment of the invention;
- Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the dynamic control unit illustrated in figure 2;
- Figure 4 is a schematic view of an Internet environment implementing an embodiment of the present invention;
- Figure 5 is a message sequence chart illustrating an embodiment of the method of the invention.
- Figure 6 depicts a more detailed explanation on the operation of the DCU.

Figure 1 illustrates a core network 1 communicating with a plurality of access networks 2, 2', 2" and a network management server 3. Examples of access networks are a DSL access network 2, a 3GPP access network 2", etc. The core network 1 typically comprises diverse routers and switches with different capabilities and layers. In the present example the core network comprises MPLS switches 4, routers 5, and OF capable switches 6. Multi protocol label switching (MPLS) is a mechanism which operates at a layer that is generally considered to lie between layer 2 and layer 3, and is often referred to as "layer 2.5". Diagram 40 illustrates a typical MPLS switch. Such a switch comprises a path computation entity to manage a traffic engineering database 42. Certain switches 4 may also be GMPLS switches managing cross-technology resources. GMPLS corresponds with layer 1-3. An example of a router 5 is schematically illustrated in diagram 50. The router comprises a routing protocol client such as an OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) client which manages a forwarding information base (FIB) 52 and a link state database (LSD) 53. The OSPF routing protocol typically controls layers 2-4. Nodes 4 and 5 are connected to a path computation entity (PCE) 7 which is responsible for path finding and path optimization. In the case of MPLS or GMPLS the PCE 7 provides the route for each label switched path that is set up. OF switch 6 is shown schematically in diagram 60 and comprises an OpenFlow protocol client 61 which manages a forwarding information base 62. OF switches 6 are controlled by a remote OpenFlow controller 8 which manages a plurality of OF switches. In practice, an OpenFlow client is often added to an existing Ethernet switch, an IPv4 router or a wireless access point. In other words, a typical Internet environment of the prior art comprises several incompatible solutions where connections are
provided using network management tools, MPLS, GMPLS, OpenFlow, PCE/PCC and the others. In conclusion, in the prior art systems many control functionalities are performed either in the network elements themselves or in a variety of incompatible systems, leading to an inefficient use of the network and a non-optimal routing.

[0020] Now an embodiment of a dynamic control unit of the invention will be described referring to figure 2. Such a dynamic control unit (DCU) 200 is meant to be placed as a central element in a network domain of the core network. The term "central" and "unit" do not imply that all elements of the dynamic control unit need to be located at the same location, but only means that the dynamic control unit appears as a central unit to the network elements of the network domain. The dynamic control unit 200 is adapted to contain both PCE functionalities and dynamic flow control (DFC) functionalities. The dynamic control unit 200 comprises a PCE module 201 and a DFC module 202. The PCE module is linked with a traffic engineering database (TED) 203 which contains the topology and resource information of the domain. A request processing entity 204 is adapted to receive and interpret all requests arriving at the DCU and to dispatch those requests, e.g. to the PCE module 201 or the DFC module 202. In case of an explicit request to setup a path, e.g. requested by a network management system, the request may be directly forwarded to the DFC module 202.

[0021] In case of a request for a constrained-based path calculation, the request is transmitted to the PCE module 201. According to a preferred embodiment, the communication between the request processing entity 204 and the PCE module 201 is performed according to the PCE protocol language. This has the advantage that the communication with a remote PCE is also possible. The conversion of a request arriving at the central control unit into PCE protocol language is done from the interpreter in the request processing entity 204.

[0022] Such a dynamic control unit 200 enables a dynamic routing in an easy configuration. The DCU 200 performs separation of the data plane and the control plane by typically comprising substantially all of the control plane mechanisms in one single entity.

[0023] A more detailed explanation on the operation of the DCU is given below with reference to figure 6. In the DCU 600 there is provided a request processing entity comprising a control plane mechanisms (CPM) entity 604 and a request dispatcher and coordinator (RDC) entity 605. When a path request 611 is received at the DCU 600, the CPM entity 604 forwards the request to the RDC entity 605 which is arranged for processing the incoming requests. In case of an explicit request to set up a path, the request is sent to the DFC 602, see arrow 616. If it is a path retrieval request, the RDC entity will first check if the requested path is available in the TED 603, see arrow 615, and retrieve the path if available, whereupon the path is sent to the DFC, see arrow 616. If the requested path is not available in the TED 603, a path computation is triggered, see arrow 613. Upon receiving a trigger for a path computation the PCE 601 calculates a path using path computation constraints, see arrow 618, received from the TED 603, and delivers the calculated path to the TED 603, see arrow 614. The RCD entity 605 may be adapted to wait for a predetermined period of time larger than the time need for the calculation and delivering before retrieving the calculated path from the TED 603. According to a non illustrated variant the PCE 601 might be adapted to also deliver the calculated path to the RDC entity 605, i.e. arrow 613 would then have to point in both directions.

[0024] Generally a PCE is adapted to perform multi-variable optimization with gradually increasing complexity, and to generate a pre-defined number of quasi-optimum paths based on default path requirements. The latter task is performed in a default state of the PCE, and the PCE moves to a transient state when receiving an explicit path request for calculating the requested path. After calculation the PCE 601 delivers the path to the TED, see arrow 614. The RDC 605 is further adapted for retrieving a calculated, pre-defined or pre-calculated path from the TED 603, see arrow 615, and for delivering this path to the DFC 602.

[0025] The TED 603 reflects the complete resource and topology information and also contains the calculated paths of the PCE 601. The consistency of the TED 603 is ensured from advertisements of topology and resource information (e.g. capacity, packet losses, load state etc), see arrow 619. The resource and topology information is advertised from the network entities to the DCU 600. In the DCU the ASF (Advertisement Supporting Functionality) 606 interprets the incoming advertising messages from the NEs and derives the resource and topology information for storage in the TED. The resource and topology information can be advertised periodically by the network elements or can be triggered from resource and topology changes. An example of how this can be done is disclosed in the European patent application with number EP 09 306 093.7, which is incorporated herein by reference in the name of the Applicant.

[0026] Figure 3 shows an exemplary embodiment of the DCU of figure 2. In this embodiment, the request processing entity is a CPM entity 304 with additional processing capabilities compared to the CPM entity 604 of figure 6. One of the control plane mechanisms of the CPM entity 304 is a resource reservation protocol (RSVP) client. The TED 303 is implemented as a GMPLS TED, and the dynamic flow control module 302 is implemented as a dynamic LSP control module using an OpenFlow Contoller, e.g. similar to NOX. Cross-technology routers get their GMPLS tag entries also from the central DCU, since the GMPLS functionality is integrated within the DCU 300 in the example of figure 3.

[0027] The central DCU 200, 300, 600 is typically implemented to calculate the current best path under a load, resiliency, energy and policy rulings and not just the shortest path. Hence, no OSPF protocol and no informa-
tion on network topology is needed inside the network elements. As a consequence, embodiments of the invention allow for reacting dynamically, e.g. on congestion or failures reproduce the best path for flow of given packets.

[0028] Figure 4 illustrates an Internet environment in which an embodiment of the DCU of the present invention is used. The core network 1 comprises a number of DCU clients 404 in the network elements which address their routing requests directly to the DCU 407. The DCU clients 404 are adapted to communicate with the network elements in order to collect topological information and to react properly in case of failure. Further, the DCU clients are adapted to communicate with the DCU using the DCU protocol which may e.g. be an enhanced PCE protocol (PCEP) instance or an enhanced OpenFlow instance. Also, the DCU client provides access to the forwarding and routing tables.

[0029] The DCU 407 is adapted to announce, compute and optionally allocate resource networks via the DCU client 404. The DFC module in the DCU 407 may insert, modify or delete entries of the forwarding routing tables of the network elements 404 via the DCU clients.

[0030] Path computation requests 410 can be initiated by any network element 404, a network management system 3 or another DCU e.g. in a different network domain. The path computation request to the DCU will typically include the following:

- source and destination of the path (e.g. addresses, labels or names);
- bandwidth and other Quality of Service (QoS) parameters;
- resources, shared risk link groups (SRLGs) to use/avoid;
- the number of disjoint paths required and whether near-disjoint paths are acceptable;
- the levels of resiliency, reliability, and robustness of the path resources;
- policy-related information.

[0031] The path to be established can also be an LSP and in this case the forwarding table is filled with labels for the label swapping and not with IP addresses. Moreover the path destination can be a name. In the latter case the DCU covers the Content Centric Networking paradigm developed by Van Jacobson at Parc Research. Content-centric networking enables to use names for routing data requests and thus the forwarding table in the network element is updated with names accordingly.

[0032] The TED database includes current topology and resource information and policies and is updated by any request which is received by the DCU to keep the TED consistent with the status of the network domain. Topology updates, resource information and measurements for all kind of resources are received from the network elements 404 via their respective DCU clients and the update of the TED is performed accordingly.

[0033] When receiving a request 410 for an unknown path, the request is interpreted by the request processing entity of the DCU 407 and sent to the PCE for calculation. The computed path is then transferred to the dynamic flow controller which realizes the path by setting or modifying the appropriate table entries in the network elements. In case of an inter domain path the associated other DCUs are also updated via DCU to DCU communication, e.g. by sending an ACK (after successful path establishment) or NACK (after unsuccessful path establishment) in order to give only absolutely necessary information to the neighbour domain.

[0034] Through the use of a DCU according to an embodiment of the invention, the network elements can solely contain control plane supporting functions, e.g. neighbour discovery, measurements etc.

[0035] There may be provided different DCU's in the same domain or in different domains. Sets or hierarchies of DCU's can communicate through a DCU protocol. The multi domain interworking between DCU's may be enabled by hierarchical stacking of DCU's. An edge router interfacing with another domain may also be controlled by the DCU and is preferably provided with a DCU protocol client, see also figure 4.

[0036] For resolving unknown path requests (e.g. LSP setup), the unknown path requests are redirected to the DCU using the DCU clients (e.g. PCC). In case of known path requests, i.e. if a path to a destination is already known inside a switch, incoming packets are handled directly in the switch. Local topology information resides in the network element and is collected by the DCU. Thereby the conceived architecture can support stateless handling as well as state full handling.

[0037] Now the setting up of a new path will be illustrated with reference to figure 5. A request 501 to get an unknown path to a destination is received at the DCU client of an edge router. The DCU client sends an unknown path request to the DCU, see step 503, where the request is interpreted by the request processing entity (comprising e.g. a CPM entity and RCD entity as disclosed in figure 6), step 504. The request processing entity sends a further request to calculate a path to the PCE which calculates the best current path for the destination taking into account resource and policy management, see step 506. When the path (NE_1...NE_n) is calculated, the TED is updated and a message to establish the path is sent to the DFC module of the DCU, see step 507. Note that according to a variant the request processing entity could obtain the calculated path from the TED, whereupon the request processing entity could send a message to establish the path to the DFC module. The DFC then establishes a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of each network element of the computed network path, see steps 508, and establishes a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of the edge router. Of course, if a request for a known path were to arrive at the edge router, the DCU client in the edge router will forward the packets directly to the correct port. Note that ACK message have not been included in
the chart of figure 5, but messages between the DCU and the DCU client could use ACK messages.

[0038] The techniques behind the sequence chart of figure 5 e.g. can be:
- RSVP and RSVP-TE which is a mechanism for setting up an end to end path on Layer 4 and is well defined in RFC 2205, and RFC 3209;
- technique treating name based routing entries (Layer 7) as elements in the FIB, known to the skilled person as the "van Jacobson" technique;
- MPLS and MPLS LSPs on Layer 2.5;
- Ethernet switching on Layer 2;
- IP Routing on Layer 3.

[0039] The difference to RSVP-TE and to OpenFlow as used in the prior art is that now for the first time all these techniques are supported under one single umbrella consisting of the centralized DCU and the DCU client.

[0040] While the principles of the invention have been set out above in connection with specific embodiments, it is to be clearly understood that this description is merely made by way of example and not as a limitation of the scope of protection which is determined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. Control unit for dynamically controlling the routing within a network comprising a plurality of network elements, comprising:

   - a request processing entity adapted for receiving requests coming from said network elements and adapted for performing processing of said requests;
   - a path computation entity adapted for computing a network path upon request from the request processing entity, based on a network graph and applying constraints, said computed network path comprising a number of said plurality of network elements; said path computation entity being linked with a traffic engineering database which is updated with the computed network paths;
   - a flow control entity adapted for establishing a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of a network element of the computed network path, upon request from the request processing entity.

2. Control unit of claim 1, wherein the request processing entity is further adapted for communicating with the traffic engineering database for requesting and retrieving a path from said database.

3. Control unit of claim 1 or 2, wherein the request processing entity is further adapted for communicating with the path computation entity and the flow control entity using internal control unit messages.

4. Control unit of claim 1 or 2, wherein the path computation entity is a PCE, and wherein the request processing entity is further adapted for communicating with path computation entity using a PCE protocol.

5. Control unit of any of the previous claims, wherein the request processing entity comprises a control plane mechanisms entity to translate an incoming request from a network element into an internal request message; and a dispatcher and coordinator entity to obtain a path from the traffic engineering database in accordance with the internal request message.

6. Control unit of claim 5, wherein the dispatcher and coordinator entity is further adapted to trigger a path computation by the path computation entity if the requested path is not available in the traffic engineering database.

7. Control unit of any of the previous claims, wherein the path computation entity is a PCE (Path Computation Element).

8. Control unit of any of the previous claims, wherein the request processing entity comprises an RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) instance.

9. Control unit of any of the previous claims, wherein the traffic engineering database comprises a Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) instance.

10. Control unit of any of the previous claims, wherein the request processing entity is further adapted for receiving and interpreting any one or more of the following messages: an OpenFlow protocol message, a PCE protocol message.

11. Subunit for use in a control unit of any of the previous claims, comprising:

   - a request processing entity adapted for receiving requests coming from the network elements and adapted for performing processing of said requests;
   - a flow control entity adapted for establishing a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of a network element of the network path computed by the path computation entity, upon request from the request processing entity.
12. Method for dynamically controlling the routing within a network comprising a plurality of network elements, comprising:

- receiving and interpreting a path request message from a network element at a request processing entity;
- sending by the request processing entity of a path computation request message to a path computation entity;
- computing a network path at said path computation entity, based on a network graph and applying constraints, said computed network path comprising a number of said plurality of network elements;
- updating a traffic engineering database with the computed network paths;
- sending of a request by the request processing entity to a flow control entity to establish a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of a network element of the computed network path.

13. Method of claim 12, wherein after the receiving and interpreting of the path request message, the request processing entity verifies if the requested path is available in the traffic engineering database; and wherein,

- if the requested path is not available in the traffic engineering database, the sending of a path computation request message and the computing of a network path are performed; whereupon the calculated path is retrieved from the traffic engineering database by the request processing entity; and
- if the requested path is available, the requested path is retrieved from the traffic engineering database by the request processing entity.

14. Method of claim 12 or 13, wherein a request is received at the request processing entity to setup a path, and wherein the setup path request is directly forwarded to the flow control unit requesting the flow control entity to establish a forwarding entry in the forwarding information base of each network element of the path.

15. Computer program for performing any one or more of the steps of the method of any of the claims 12-14.
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